Bringing your teams together on one social platform improves communication flow, information sharing and innovation. A quick understanding of where the organization stands in its social adoption and what could be the potential roadmap, can go a long way in ensuring effectiveness of social migration and leveraging business benefits.

In this no-cost ½ day workshop IBM experts will conduct a brief assessment of your current environment and recommend the best combination of solutions to match your business needs. Explore the value that IBM Connections or Verse can add to your business.

**Understand the business benefits**

Learn from experts what could be potential business benefits of social migration. Get to know customer case studies

**Understand possible use cases**

Get an early peek in to potential social uses cases that the organization can build

**Learn how migration will work**

Learn about the migration tooling and process followed for migrating content from existing systems to Connections.

This half-day workshop is tailored to your needs and will conduct a brief assessment of existing content, processes and how it can fit within IBM Connections or Verse. It provides IBM expertise during the critical planning stage by taking you through our methodology and necessary steps to ensure a complete and successful transition to IBM solutions.

For more information please contact: ics-services-offerings@us.ibm.com